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 This curriculum booklet is your roadmap to 

success as a Little Ninja. 

 Inside you’ll find details on expectations, rank 

requirements, terminology, and more!  

 By using this booklet alongside the instruction 

and guidance of your instructors, you’ll develop the 

physical and mental attributes it takes to become a 

LITTLE CHAMPION! 
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LITTLE NINJA CODE OF CONDUCT 

 As a Little Ninja you are held to high standards both on and off the mats. Please follow these rules 
and guidelines. 

 

Conduct Within the Training Hall 

• Bow before entering and leaving the mats 

• Do not walk on the mats with your shoes. 

• No chewing gum during training. 

• Use “Sir” and “Ma’am” when talking to or 
responding to instructors and other 
students. 

• Keep your uniform and yourself clean. 

• Keep toenails and fingernails trimmed. 

• Take off all jewelry and watches before 
training. 

• Your full uniform must be worn during 
training. 

• If you have long hair, wear your hair pulled 
back during training. 

 

Conduct Outside the Training Hall 

• Be an example of service and kindness to 
others. 

• Do not demonstrate or show off any of your 
martial arts techniques, especially in school. 
If your friends want to see you in action, 
invite them to train with you at The ROCK. 

• Do not use martial arts techniques in play, 
they are only used in self-defense when no 
other choice is available. 
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PARENT RESPONSIBILITY 

 As a parent of a Little Ninja, we respectfully ask for your help and support with your child’s 
training. Martial arts is not an activity where they simply show up, train, and then go home. Their training 
will be much more intensive and demanding than other activities because we seek to make a resonating 
impact that will extend into every other area of their life. 

 Please read through the following guidelines from time to time. These will help you be the best 
support to your child during their training. 

Involvement At Home 

• Be involved! Read through their documents, emails, and rank requirements. 

• Your child needs to practice the skills they learn in class while at home. This may require your 
help to locate curriculum specifics within this curriculum booklet, look up videos on our 
member site, be a training partner, or even learn the techniques yourself! 

During Training 

• While your child is training at The ROCK, your job is to maintain a peaceful atmosphere and 
provide your child with encouraging smiles and cheers. 

• You are their parent, NOT their coach. Do not sideline coach your child (regardless of how 
much experience you may have) which will divide your child’s attention. Any mistakes you may 
see as a parent, are not always the primary focus point of the instructors. 

• Maintain respect for all students and staff by keeping your conversations quiet or outside if 
necessary. 

When They Want to Quit 

• From time to time, most students will go through phases where they don’t want to go to class. 
As mentioned earlier, their training will be tough and demanding, but also very rewarding. If 
given the choice of whether they want to continue or not, they will often choose the easier 
path which is to quit. So don’t leave this choice up to them. 

• Encourage them to stick it out and learn the life lesson of perseverance. Life is hard, we want 
to prepare them for success. We can do this by helping them set realistic short-term goals 
(such as reaching their next rank before determining if they’ll quit or not). 

• Talk to an instructor. The instructor can set up private lessons or arrange a quick sit-down chat 
to rekindle their interest and enthusiasm. 

• Watch a black belt testing. Black belt testings are an inspiring showcase of many of the skills 
students learn and are a great way to get your child more excited about training. 
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PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS 

 

 

 

 

Promotion Requirements 

               As you train at The ROCK you will earn new ranks and ultimately earn a black belt if you stick with it. 
As the saying goes, “A black belt is a white belt that never quit!”  

               As a Little Ninja, you must have a great attitude and do your best in every class. If you attend at least  
two classes per week, you’ll get better and better until you’re ready for your next belt.  

 “The two things in life you are in total control over are your attitude and your effort.” ~ Billy Cox 

Attitude 

You must have a GREAT attitude both on and off the mats. This includes being 
positive, coachable, and respectful to others. 

“Your attitude, not your aptitude, will determine your altitude.” ~ Zig Ziglar 

Effort 

You must consistently give a level 10 effort. Remember, it’s not what you do, but 
HOW you do it! 

“Continuous effort - not strength or intelligence - is the key to unlocking our 
potential.” ~ Winston Churchill 

Growth 

As a Little Ninja, you must show physical, mental, and emotional growth between 
ranks. Constant and never-ending IMPROVEMENT is the key. 

“If we’re growing, we’re always going to be out of our comfort zone.”   
~ John Maxwell 

Attendance 

Instructors will keep track of your attendance as you show up to class. At every 
rank you need at least 15 CLASSES in order to earn your next rank. 

“Showing up is essential. Showing up consistently is powerful. Showing up 
consistently with a positive outlook is even more powerful.” ~ Jeff Olson 
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STRIPES AND PROMOTION 

Weekly Skill Focus and Belt Stripes 

               Each week that you do your best, you’ll earn a skill stripe on your belt to show your progress. After 
you earn all eight stripes, you’ll know that you’re close to your next belt. The skills are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               All eight stripes are not required to test. Sometimes the stripes may fall off of your belt and you may 
miss class when they are awarded. But the stripes are a general indication of when you are getting close to 
testing.  

 

Program Rotation and Testing Day 

               One full rotation of Little Ninja curriculum 
will be 9 - 10 weeks of training. As long as you are 
on track to have 15 attendances by testing, you’ll 
receive a testing invitation with more details a 
week or two out. 

               At testing you’ll be challenged to 
showcase many of the skills you’ve worked on in 
the past weeks, break a board, and receive your 
new rank. 

               Parents are welcome to take photos and 
record the testing.  
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Belt Type Requirements 

W
h

ite  

General □ Hold attention position without moving for 15 seconds 

Martial Skills 

□ Proper attention position, bow, ready position, and rest position 

□ Bow upon entering or exiting the training area 

Terminology 

□ What does the “R” in ROCK stand for? (Respect) 

□ Why are you training in martial arts? (Be able to provide your own answer.) 

Board Break □ Front stomp 

Yello
w

  

General □ The student gives a strong verbal response to instructors (“Yes sir” or “Yes ma’am”) 

Martial Skills 

□ Listening positions 1-4 

□ Strong right and left sparring stances 

Terminology □ What does the “O” in ROCK stand for? (Obedience) 

Board Break □ Front kick 

O
r

a
n

g
e  

General 

□ Hold attention position without moving for 30 seconds 

□ Be able to greet other students with a polite greeting 

Martial Skills 

□ Punches 1 & 2 

□ Front kick across the floor 

□ 5 balance front kicks without touching foot to the floor 

Terminology 

□ What does the “C” in ROCK stand for? (Courage) 

□ How do you call emergency services? (911) 

Board Break □ Side stomp 

REQUIREMENTS 
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Belt Type Requirements 

G
r

een
  

General 

□ Strong sideways shuffle footwork 

□ Jumping jacks are coordinated and performed smoothly 

Martial Skills 

□ Kicks and punches start and end in a great stance 

□ Punches have full rotation and extension (Palm down on punches 1-2) 

□ Front kicks have a good chamber and rechamber 

Terminology 

□ What does the “K” in ROCK stand for? (Kindness) 

□ What are your parent’s names? 

Board Break □ Front leg side kick 

P
u

r
ple  

General 

□ Hold attention position without moving for 60 seconds 

□ The student can perform 10 burpees with good technique 

Martial Skills 

□ Punches hit with the first two knuckles 

□ Proper rear foot pivot is executed on rear hand techniques 

□ Head high axe kick 

□ 10 balance front kicks without touching foot to the floor 

Terminology 
□ What are the three rules of concentration? (Focus with your eyes. Focus with your mind. 

Focus with your body.) 

Board Break □ Palm strike 

REQUIREMENTS 
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Belt Type Requirements 

B
lu

e 

General 

□ The student can quickly and properly fold his/her belt (fold in half three times) 

□ Fluid carioca footwork 

Martial Skills 

□ Strong self defense stance 

□ Punches 1-3 

□ Roundhouse kicks have good chamber, rechamber, and pivot 

Terminology 

□ What is the meaning of self discipline? (Doing what you need to do, when you need to do it, 

whether you feel like it or not.) 

□ Where does taekwondo originate? (Korea) 

Board Break □ Axe kick 

B
r

o
w

n
 

General 

□ The student encourages other students with enthusiasm and energy during class 

□ Hold attention position without moving for 120 seconds 

Martial Skills 

□ Proper front foot pivot is executed on the 3 punch 

□ Create a powerful verbal boundary in tandem with the self defense stance 

□ Sparring Form 1 (moves 1-3) 

□ 5 balance roundhouse kicks without touching foot to the floor 

Terminology 

□ Little Ninja Student Creed (I will obey my parents. I will clean my room. I will wear my 

seatbelt. I will brush my teeth. I will use good manners.) 

□ What is one of your parent’s phone numbers? 

Board Break □ Hammer fist 



 

 

REQUIREMENTS 
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Belt Type Requirements 

C
a

m
o

 

General 

□ Greets and introduces themselves to new students before class starts 

□ The student can tie his/her belt correctly and quickly 

Martial Skills 

□ Sparring Form 1 (moves 1-7) 

□ Skip side kick is executed with a strong chamber and proper footwork 

□ The proper foot position is consistently used for roundhouse kick 

Terminology 

□ What is the meaning of taekwondo? (The way of hand & foot) 

□ What is your house address? 

Board Break □ Skip side kick, palm strike 

R
ed

 

General 

□ The student sets an example of attitude, effort, and respect for other students at all times 

□ Can give adults a polite greeting with good eye contact and a firm handshake 

□ The student can perform at least 10 pushups with great technique 

Martial Skills 

□ Sparring Form 1 (moves 1-14) 

□ Powerful palm strikes and hammer fists 

□ The student shows understanding of all kicking terms and can properly execute them (back leg 

kicks, skip kicks, front leg kicks) 

□ 10 balance roundhouse kicks without touching foot to the floor 

Terminology 

□ Count to ten in Korean (Hana, Dul, Set, Net, Dasut, Yasut, Elgup, Yeodul, Ah-hope, Yul) 

□ What does white belt represent? (Purity and courage) 

□ What does yellow belt represent? (Grain of the earth) 

□ What is the meaning of Taekwondo? (The way of the hand and foot) 

□ Where does Taekwondo originate? (Korea) 

Board Break □ Front kick, axe kick, hammer fist 



 Your martial arts journey is like the growth of a tree. As you train, you’ll grow deep strong roots 
through the fundamentals, which in turn, support the lofty branches that reach skyward, symbolizing all 
the techniques, skills, and concepts you’ll develop on your path. Earing the Little Champion belt is the 
culmination of all the growth you’ve made through years of hard work, attention to detail, and mental 
dedication. 

 As you near your Little Champion testing, you’ll receive a packet with more details on promotion 
dues and expectations. An instructor will also take your photo for your Little Champion poster that your 
classmates will sign. 

 Earning the Little Champion belt requires a huge commitment of focus, hard work, and hopefully a 
few laughs and fun times along the way. Very few kids your age will stick with taekwondo long enough to 
earn this rank and we challenge you to train with the long term goal in mind of becoming a 

Little Champion. 

 

 

EARNING YOUR LITTLE CHAMPION BELT 
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MOVING TO THE TIGER PROGRAM 

 Parents, once your child turns seven years old, they may be ready to join the Tiger program. You 
should have a discussion with your instructors about when your child should move up. Occasionally, there 
will be a six and a half year old that’s ready for Tigers, and sometimes there are seven year olds that are 
not quite ready to move. The decision to move your child into the Tiger program is done on a case by case 
basis. 

 It’s a good idea to get in touch with an instructor when your child turns seven to discuss the timing 
of moving up. It’s also a good idea to talk to an instructor about moving up if they are close to seven and  
if they start to show signs of boredom or less interest in class. We have seen that the faster paced 
environment and more challenging content found in the Tiger program can help rekindle their interest in 
martial arts. 

 When your child does move into the Tiger program, there are important differences and some 
things to expect: 

 

• There is a new rank structure. If your child is a Little Champion, they are the equivalent of a 
Tiger yellow belt and will work toward their solid orange belt. If your child is any other Little 
Ninja rank they will be equivalent to a Tiger white belt and will work on earning their solid 
yellow belt. 

• There is new curriculum. Find the 
Martial Arts Curriculum Booklet online 
as a free download on our member app 
or purchase a hardcopy from The ROCK. 

• Promotions are now done on an 
individual basis. Learn more about 
promotions in the Martial Arts 
Curriculum Booklet. 

• You will need to purchase a new 
uniform for the Tiger program. 

• There is a tuition increase. 

• You’ll need to purchase protective 
equipment that used in class for contact 
sparring. 

• Tiger classes are longer than Ninja 
classes, and there are more class 
options available. 
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Accomplishment Date Notes 

First Class   

Yellow with White Belt   

Orange with White Belt   

Green with White Belt   

Purple with White Belt   

Blue with White Belt   

Brown with White Belt   

Camo Belt   

Red with White Belt   

Little Champion Belt   

RANK PROMOTION DATES 
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Remember To Use Our Member App! 
 

• Communicate with your instructors. 

• Find, book, reschedule, and cancel classes. 

• View your curriculum. 

• Find member resources and information. 

• Register for events. 

• See your payment and membership history. 

• Manage your billing and contact info. 

• Purchase ROCK retail, and more! 

 

Please reach out to us with any questions or concerns. 
We are here to support you in every way possible. 



(303) 971-0761 RockMartialArts.com 
10143 W Chatfield Ave #6 

Littleton, CO 80127 

“A Foundation To Build On” 

EMPOWERING LIVES SINCE 1999 


